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VP Ellipsis

Peter invited Dan and Lyn did, too.



VP Ellipsis

Peter invited Dan and Lyn did, too.

false in worlds where Lyn is not a Dan-inviter

!
invite (p, d) ∧ invite (l, d)



VP Ellipsis

Peter [V P invited Dan ], and Lyn did [V P invite Dan ], too



VP Ellipsis

Peter [V P invited Dan ], and Lyn did [V P invite Dan ], too

ellipsis site

Peter invited Dan, and Lyn did !, too.
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VP Ellipsis is resolved...

At a syntactic level
(Sag 1976, Williams 1977, 

Tanenhaus & Carlson 1990, Arregui et al 2006)

At a semantic level
(Dalrymple et al 1991; Hardt 1993)

It depends on the Discourse Relation
Resemblance=syntactic, Cause/Effect=semantic

(Kehler 2000, 2002)



Tanenhaus & Carlson 90 supports
syntactic accounts

✔Someone had to take out the garbage. But Bill refused to do it.

✔The garbage had to be taken out. But Bill refused to do it.
`Do it’active

passive



Tanenhaus & Carlson 90 supports
syntactic accounts

✔Someone had to take out the garbage. But Bill refused to do it.

✔The garbage had to be taken out. But Bill refused to do it.
`Do it’active

passive

✔Someone had to take out the garbage. But Bill refused to △.

✘The garbage had to be taken out. But Bill refused to △.
VPE



Perhaps voice mismatches undermine 
syntactic accounts

This information could have been released 
by Gorbachov, but he chose not to.

Daniel Shorr, NPR, 10/17/92, from Hardt 1993

In March, four fireworks manufacturers 
asked that the decision be reversed, and on 
Monday the ICC did.

from Rosenthal 1988, cited in Dalrymple 1991

Steven Colbert 2007
I am America (and so can you!)



Syntactic Approaches

Arregui et al 2006 JML
>VPE licensed under syntactic identity
>mismatches are ungrammatical
>reanalysis rules “recycle” bits and pieces 
of mismatched antecedents



Syntactic Approaches

Arregui et al 2006 JML
>VPE licensed under syntactic identity
>mismatches are ungrammatical
>reanalysis rules “recycle” bits and pieces 
of mismatched antecedents

Kobele/Kim/Hale/Runner
>VPE licensed under syntactic identity
•mismatches are grammatical
•parsing preferences render mismatches 
harder to analyze



⃘The problem with VPE that needs solving

•Our proposal in a nutshell

•Experiment #1: Voice and Category 
mismatches in VPE

•Experiment #2: Discourse Coherence 
modulates syntactic effect

•A parsing algorithm
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Parsing preferences

‣Disprefer antecedents with 
hypotheses in them

‣Expect “large” antecedents



⃘The problem with VPE that needs solving

⃘Our proposal in a nutshell

•Experiment #1: Voice and Category 
mismatches in VPE

•Experiment #2: Discourse Coherence 
modulates syntactic effect

•A parsing algorithm



Experiment 1
Match Mismatch

No ellipsis Voice

Category

Ellipsis Voice

Category

Ellipsis-Mismatch    Ann was invited by Peter, and Sandy did, too.
       The criticism of Roy was harsh, but Kate didn’t.
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Experiment 1
Match Mismatch

No ellipsis Voice

Category

Ellipsis Voice

Category

Ellipsis-Mismatch    Ann was invited by Peter, and Sandy did, too.
       The criticism of Roy was harsh, but Kate didn’t.

Ellipsis-Match     Ann was invited by Peter, and Sandy was, too.
       The article criticized Roy, but Kate didn’t.

NoEllipsis-Mismatch  Ann was invited by Peter, and Sandy invited her, too.
       The criticism of Roy was harsh, but Kate didn’t criticize him.

NoEllipsis-Match    Ann was invited by Peter, and Sandy was invited by him, too.
       The article criticized Roy, but Kate didn’t criticize him.



Language, Vol. 72, No. 1. (Mar., 1996), pp. 32-68

Experiment 1 
dependent measure



Experiment 1 procedure

 On each trial, participants assign a number to a 
sentence that indicates its acceptability as 
compared to a modulus sentence they rated at the 
beginning of the experiment.

1)  Practice line length estimation

2)  Practice estimating sentence acceptability

3)  48 experimental trials



Give this sentence a number.  Then give each sentence after it a number based on how good it sounds 

compared to the first sentence. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The kids were amused by the cartoon, but their parents weren't      50 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Press <SPACE> to continue 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The kids were amused by the cartoon, but their parents weren't  50  

 

 

 

Sam recommended the New York Times bestseller to Meg,                 48 

and Todd recommended it to her, too    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Press <SPACE> to continue 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The kids were amused by the cartoon, but their parents weren't           50  

 

 

 

The essay was copied by some students, but Jim didn't      35 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Press <SPACE> to continue 



Experiment 1 results

Mismatch less acceptable than Match 

CategoryVoice



Experiment 1 results

Ellipsis x Mismatch interaction:
Mismatch is worse than match, but only in Ellipsis

CategoryVoice



Experiment 1: Voice mismatch in Ellipsis

mean log acceptability

Active-Active -0.002

Passive-Passive -0.285
Passive-Active -0.616

Active-Passive -0.697

AA > PP > {PA,AP}



Active-Active syntax
conjoin

move move

merge merge

pasttense merge

perf merge

prog merge

move Peter

merge

little_v merge

V merge

invite Dan

pasttense merge

perf merge

prog merge

DELETE Lyn

move

merge

little_v merge

V merge

invite Dan

Peter invited Dan, and Lyn did !, too.
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Active-Active syntax
conjoin

move move

merge merge

pasttense merge

perf merge

prog merge

move Peter

merge

little_v merge

V merge

invite Dan

pasttense merge

perf merge

prog merge

DELETE Lyn

move

merge

little_v merge

V merge

invite Dan

no hypotheses 
in antecedent

ellipsis at vP 
level, 8 nodes

Peter invited Dan, and Lyn did !, too.



Passive-Passive VPE uses hypotheses
discharge

merge Dan

tense merge

perf merge

prog merge

be merge

-en merge

V merge

invite HYP

discharge

merge Josh

tense merge

perf merge

prog merge

be merge

-en merge

V merge

invite HYP

Josh was invited and Dan was !, too

merge

invite HYP



Passive-Passive VPE uses hypotheses
discharge

merge Dan

tense merge

perf merge

prog merge

be merge

-en merge

V merge

invite HYP

discharge

merge Josh

tense merge

perf merge

prog merge

be merge

-en merge

V merge

invite HYP

identical subtrees
size 7

Josh was invited and Dan was !, too



Voice
Mismatches

conjoin

move discharge

merge merge Matt

tense merge

perf merge

prog merge

move Peter

merge

little_v discharge

merge Josh

V merge

invite HYP

tense merge

perf merge

prog merge

be merge

-en DELETE

merge

V merge

invite HYP

Peter invited Josh, and Matt was !, too.

requires 
hypotheses in 
antecedent

ellipsis at VP 
level, 5 nodes

identical
subtrees
size 5



Interim summary

condition
observed
mean log
acceptability

hypothesis
in
antecedent?

antecedent
derivation size

Active-Active -0.002 ¬ 8

Passive-Passive -0.285 ! 7

Passive-Active -0.616 ! 5
Active-Passive -0.697 ! 5



Experiment 1: Category mismatch in Ellipsis

mean log acceptability

V-V 0.486

N-V -0.690

Adj-V -0.981

V-V > N-V > Adj-V



Experiment 1: Category mismatch in Ellipsis

V-V > N-V > Adj-V

mean log acceptability

V-V 0.486

N-V -0.690

Adj-V -0.981

same syntax
as Active-Active



Nominalization
tP!!!!!!!!!!
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The criticism of Roy was harsh but Matt didn’t △.

no hypotheses 
in antecedent

ellipsis at rootP 
level, 3 nodes

conjoin

discharge merge

merge merge tense merge

the move tense merge

merge

of move

merge

little_n merge

-ism merge

critic Roy

perf merge

prog merge

harsh HYP

perf merge

prog merge

move Matt

merge

little_v merge

V DELETE

merge

critic Roy

N-V mismatching
VP ellipsis



Adjectivization
tP!!!!!!!

dP(0)

d’
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d
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n’

n
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t
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The mistake was hardly excusable but the director did △.

conjoin

discharge move

merge merge merge

tense merge the mistake

perf merge

prog adjoin

hardly merge

-able merge

excuse HYP

tense merg

perf merge

prog merge

move merge

merge the director

little_v merge

V DELETE

discharge

merge merge

excuse HYP the mistake

antecedent 
includes a 
hypothesis

ellipsis at rootP 
level, 3 nodes

Adj-V mismatching
VP ellipsis



Interim summary (reprise)

hypothesis demerit=0.3285
derivation-size credit=0.1811

condition
observed
mean log
acceptability

hypothesis
in
antecedent?

antecedent
derivation size

predicted m.l.a.

V-V 0.047 ¬ 8 1.449
Active-Active -0.002 ¬ 8 1.449

Passive-Passive -0.285 ! 7 0.939

Passive-Active -0.616 ! 5 0.577
N-V -0.690 ¬ 3 0.543
Active-Passive -0.697 ! 5 0.577

Adj-V -0.981 ! 3 0.215



⃘The problem with VPE that needs solving

⃘Our proposal in a nutshell

⃘Experiment #1: Voice and Category 
mismatches in VPE

•Experiment #2: Discourse Coherence 
modulates syntactic effect

•A parsing algorithm



Discourse Coherence

Resemblance
Ellipsis resolution depends on syntactic alignment

→presence of syntactic effects in VPE

Cause/Effect
Ellipsis only has to recover semantic content

→absence of syntactic effects in VPE

Kehler 2000,2002
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Experiment 2
Match Mismatch

No ellipsis Resemblance

Cause-E!ect

Ellipsis Resemblance

Cause-E!ect

Ellipsis-Mismatch        Abby was invited by Bill, and Matt did, too.
           Abby was invited by Bill, so Matt did, too.

Ellipsis-Match        Abby was invited by Bill, and Matt was, too.
       Abby was invited by Bill, so Matt was, too.

NoEllipsis-Mismatch    Abby was invited by Bill, and Matt invited her, too.
           Abby was invited by Bill, so Matt invited her, too.

NoEllipsis-Match        Abby was invited by Bill, and Matt was invited by her, too.
                  Abby was invited by Bill, so Matt was invited by her, too.



Experiment 2 results

Resemblance Cause/Effect

Mismatch effect in both Discourse Relations



Ellipsis x Mismatch x DR interaction:
Stronger in Resemblance than Cause/Effect

Experiment 2 results

Resemblance Cause/Effect



Hypothetical antecedents 
dispreferred less in Cause-Effect

hypothesis demerit=0.0
derivation-size credit=0.181

condition
prediction
demeriting on

prediction
demeriting o!

Active-Active 1.449 1.449

Passive-Passive 0.939 1.268

Passive-Active 0.577 0.906
Active-Passive 0.577 0.906



⃘The problem with VPE that needs solving

⃘Our proposal in a nutshell

⃘Experiment #1: Voice and Category 
mismatches in VPE

⃘Experiment #2: Discourse Coherence 
modulates syntactic effect

•A parsing algorithm



Parsing algorithm

1.Find likely ellipsis site △ using surface cues

2.Search for △’s antecedent among all 

previously-found constituents that meet a 
condition C.

CLappinMcCord90=antecedent does not itself contain △

CNotCrossing=such that antecedent/△ dependencies are nested

CRecoverability=such that antecedent/△ dependencies are not cyclical



Conclusion

Syntactic identity can derive mismatching VPE 
by composing word subparts in the derivation

Two parser search heuristics combine to make 
the less-acceptable items harder to analyze



Bonus Slides



Experiment 1 results

Main effects:     Ellipsis (F(1,19)=51.0, p<.0001)
Mismatch (F(1,19)=99.2, p<.0001)
Mismatch Type (F(1,19)=61.7, p<0.0001)

CategoryVoice



Experiment 1 results

Interactions:  Ellipsis x Mismatch (F(1,19)=61.7, p<0.0001)
Ellipsis x Mismatch Type (F(1,19)=5.0, p<.05)
Mismatch x Mismatch Type (F(1,19)=33.8, p<.0001)
Ellipsis x Mismatch x Mismatch Type (F(1,19)=16.2, p<.001)

CategoryVoice



Experiment 1 results

Interaction of interest: 
Ellipsis x Mismatch interaction (F(1,19)=61.7, p<0.0001) 
→ Mismatch is worse than match, but only in Ellipsis

CategoryVoice



Experiment 1: Voice mismatch in Ellipsis

mean log acceptability

Active-Active -0.002
Passive-Passive -0.285
Passive-Active -0.616
Active-Passive -0.697

AA > PP > {PA,AP}
corrected p<0.0001 for all contrasts
except PA-AP, p=.29



Experiment 1: Category mismatch in Ellipsis

mean log 
acceptability

V-V 0.486

N-V -0.690
Adj-V -0.981

V-V > N-V > Adj-V
all corrected p≤0.01



Main effects:    Ellipsis (F(1,23)=119.9, p<.0001)
Mismatch (F(1,23)=73.0, p<.0001)
Discourse Relation Type (F(1,23)=22.7, p<.0001)

Experiment 2 results

Resemblance Cause/Effect



Interactions:     Ellipsis x Mismatch (F(1,23)=102.9, p<.0001)
Mismatch x Discourse Relation Type (F(1,23)=4.9, p<.03)
Ellipsis x Mismatch x DR Type (F(1,23)=4.0, p<.05)

Experiment 2 results

Resemblance Cause/Effect



Interaction of interest: 
Ellipsis x Mismatch x DR type (F(1,23)=4.0, p<.05
→ Stronger Ellipsis-Mismatch interaction in Resemblance 
than Cause-Effect

Experiment 2 results

Resemblance Cause/Effect







Passive precludes simple identity

Josh was invited and Dan was, ! too

merge

tense merge

perf merge

prog merge

be merge

-en merge

V merge

invite Dan

merge

tense merge

perf merge

prog merge

be merge

-en merge

V merge

invite Josh


